Streamline Warehouse Documentation  
Migrate from Paper-to-Digital Automated Solutions

**Efficiency made easy**

IT and operations teams are constantly looking for opportunities to minimize costs and improve productivity in an effort to combat ongoing budget pressures. One way Lexmark has helped many manufacturing and distribution organizations dramatically reduce costs and improve operational efficiencies is by streamlining print processes in the warehouse.

Lexmark can help you reduce the overall cost of printing in your warehouse by implementing device consolidation, forms consolidation and automated document workflow processes. We can increase the speed at which business critical information gets to the appropriate internal and external contacts, while improving document security and helping you to print less.

**Eliminate paper processes**

Warehouse documentation is an ideal place to automate the existing paper-based processes. By migrating from paper-to-digital solutions, your operations can eliminate costly pre-printed multi-part forms and 3rd-party storage facility expenses, while speeding the processing time and increasing security of confidential information.

Lexmark digital shipping solutions can capture a print job, reformat the page to add barcodes of key indexing information and print on a single sheet of plain paper. This document can be delivered to multiple predetermined recipients automatically in the format they need – paper, email, fax or EDMS. By processing information electronically customers, vendors and partners alike can have immediate on-line access to information in a secure environment for tracking and retrieval purposes.

Whether it’s a bill of lading, packing list, manifest or other document required for managing your inbound and outbound shipments, Lexmark can help you streamline these processes.

**Every Task Made Easy**

Document management has never been easier.
The intuitive user e-Task interface simplifies recurring workflow tasks
• Pick and pack lists
• Order discrepancy resolution
• Document storage & retrieval
• Digital bills of lading
• Human Resources
• Purchase orders & invoices

**Award-Winning Printers**

Award-winning Lexmark printers include many features right out of the box. The only limit to what your business can do with these devices might just be your imagination.

CRN - Test Center Recommended rating
BERTL - 4 out of 5 stars, "Highly Recommended" rating
InfoWorld - 8.2 out of 10 - Very Good rating
Device Consolidation
In a typical warehouse environment, thermal printers are used for printing labels, dot-matrix are used for multi-part forms and laser printers are required for general office and report printing. Each of these devices performs single tasks or requires different types of media, supplies and service agreements.

With our award-winning printers and multifunction products, coupled with our robust paper-handling capabilities and our unique software platform, we have the capability to easily migrate several printing applications onto a single platform. Proper device utilization can simplify vendor and contract management, while minimizing the number and types of consumables. Lexmark's multifunction laser printers can eliminate the need for multiple “single use” devices such as copiers, fax machines, thermal and dot matrix printers.

Digital Bill of Lading Solution
The slow process of distributing shipping documents to multiple recipients often encumbers distribution companies with paper-intensive processes. Lexmark's digital Bill of Lading (BOL) solution helps provide up-to-the-minute accuracy and improves operational efficiencies.

This streamlined process eliminates pre-printed forms inventories, merges shipment data with form images for on-demand printing and routes documents digitally to customers, carriers, internal departments, U.S. Customs or electronic file storage. Online access to information can result in huge cost savings, easier customer support and increased visibility.

Compliance with all federal documentation regulations is easily met for storing, archiving and retrieval, without incurring the expense of cataloging, transporting and storage of documents in remote warehouse locations. By storing documents for past shipments electronically, traditional paper-based off-site archival storage and the slow process of retrieval can be things of the past.

Laser RFID Advantages
As customers continue to be pressured to comply with Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) initiatives internal issues need to be addressed of limited IT bandwidth, lack of RFID expertise and budgetary constraints.

The Lexmark T640rn is an industry first, combining RFID encoding capability with laser printing technology, bringing your company a flexible, affordable alternative to current “single use” RFID solutions.

One printer can print all your business documents, as well as your RFID requirements. The Lexmark T640rn solution can speed up processes and increase productivity by printing on a wide variety of media types and sizes, including legal-size documents. The Lexmark solution is scalable and deployable and designed to help you meet your RFID demands across the enterprise.